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Sinc* the early sixties Soviet naval foroas have been increas -
ing in the Mediterranean Basin at an anirx,us rate. t4uth analysis
has been devoted to this ~I~enc*~encr* but , for the n~~~nt, Soviet
strategy aid tactics , apart fran its broadest inplications, is
r x t  fully understood. )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ of this paper that the attention focused
on the stt ject of Soviet -Ai~ rican naval confrontation in the
Mediterranean has served to thscure a nore ii~ ortant xnsideration:
that of Libya’s role in Mediterranean politics aid the extent to
whith C~ lonel c$dhdhafi believes his relationship with Malta will
affect the regional pa.~er balance. If we can understand the
iii~act of this new aridition on present regional strLrtures , we
will have provided a useful corrective to onr hitherto nart~~Strategic perspective .
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CHAPTER I

rm’1~JDUCTION

-Fertilis est Melite steri li vicina Cosyrae
Insula , qua in Libyci ver berat urx3~ freti . -

-Near barren Cosyra lies the fru itfu l isle
Of Malta , against which there breaks the
~~ve of the Libyan sea . -

Ovid , Fasti , III

The events of the past t~~ decades have focused attention once

again on the ~~diterranean Basin as a region of increa sing strategic

iit~orta nce. Of particular interest has been the izTpact of ne.Q

politica l conditions on nava l strategy and tactics. ‘tbday the

Soviet Navy sails the inland sea in an inpressive arra y of warships

the military capabilities of which have not vet been fully assessed .

t~bte of these recent Soviet advances having been duly taken , a new

d~~ate over the role of naval pc~ er in this region of proven

volatility is nc~ under way . The inplications notwithsta nding ,

the US Sixth Fleet claims it stands ready to n~et any Soviet

diallenge.

The Soviets have defined their ~~diterra nean naval thlectives

in tenns of the ~~ctrine of “denial of the seas. ” The concept

itself is anbiqu us both in its zreaning and in its execution . ‘Tb

treat the question , l~~’~ever, as a pure ly military matter with ont1



attesptinq to understand its politico-dipimatic rationale is

to run the risk of creatinq an ana logy between new Soviet naval

armanent in the Mediterranean aid Soviet intents.

Malta may well play a political part in the reconceptualization

of a Soviet naval role on the inland sea . Until recently , the

nuclear pc~~ r ba3ance aid Italy ’s post-war ne~bership in NA~IO have

eroded the conventional strategic consideration Malta enjoyed

in the think ing of nava l str ategists since the Second World War.

Because Maltese stability is pr edicated on a continui ng relation-

ship between service to the British Navy aid socio -econanic health ,

the islands have felt the decline of British military pcwer as a

blow to their very existence. But the rapid reintroduction of

new naval forces in the Mediterranean has given Malta a new lease

on life .

We must not lose sight of the fact , however • that a new actor

has appeared on the scene whose presence caplicates a sinple

bipolar approach to the question of nava l strategy in the Mediter -

ranean. The new actor is Libya which enters the caipetition in

both the offensive and defensive mudes . As a result , a Ma ltese -

Libyan entente must necessarily affect the way in which the

Soviets and Anericans view their regional military rival ry .

The thrust of this paper , then , is t~~fold : we must att erp t

to understand the significance for Mediterranean politics of

present Soviet intents by analyzing the concept of “denial of the

seas ” whfle at the sane tine determine the extent to which 
a2



Maltese -Libyan entente can act as a fulcrum of Soviet -Anerican

rivalry .

Th accxmplish these objectives we must first understand the

circulEtances leading to the re-~~ergen ce of the Maltese strategic

potential . Secondly , we must ascertain whether Soviet axxl Anerican

naval strategies have the flexibility to capitalize on the Maltese

potential and thirdly, we ITu st assess Libya ’s capacity to raise

the issue of strategy to a nultipolar level. In conclusion ,

we expect to prove that Libyan influence in the Mediterranean

Basin may indeed be crucial to the outcxiie of the Soviet -Anerican

naval debate .

— — — - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ J



CHAPTER II

MINTOFF ThE MMJTFSE FALCON

Naval tacticians have been inclined to assign Malta ’s geo -

graphical position astride the Straits of Sicily a constant value

in the Mediterranean strategic equation . Often descr ibed as an

“unsinkable battleship ” the Maltese Islands occupy the point

where the east-west and north-south lanes of mariti ne traffic

converge at mid-sea . In conventiona l military terms , the posses-

sion of Malta ~~uld render probl~ natic the inport ance of control

at the entrances and the exits to the Mediterranean Sea by an

opposing p~ ’~ r .

There are , however , a niriter of bothersaie conditions to this

axicin : in the first place , the evolution of an underwater nuclear

deterrent diminishes the reed for a nava l force with assure d

base riqhts in Malta ; and secondly , as Blouet points out , certain

political conditions nust prevail if Malta is to enjoy geostrategic

pre-~ninence.
1 

For exanple , Sicily ’s position on the Narrows

is so overwhelm ing that Malta ’s assets have no currency unless

the archipelago falls to a power unfriendly to Italy . This fact

has not gone unappreciated by the Maltese. In the search for

political autoncrny, playing both ends against the mi&lle has

permitted Malta a degree of latitnde in determining her own

st.rateqic potential . Therefore , whether or not Malta is indeed

of assured strategic inportance misses the point : the overriding

4



question is how aid under what conditions Malta can convince others

she is.

Much as she would like to maintain ocnplete independence in

her deaiings with the outside Malta is , nevertheless , severely limited

by forces beyond rker irtiTediate control . These forces operate

mainly in the econcinic and social spheres . One hundred aid sixty

years as a British Crown Colony have created a service econcitrj

in Malta par excella~i~~ which is reminiscent of Lebanon in many

ways where , for example • in the absence of natura l resources

national health depends on the willingness of the outside to

respect Lebanon ’s neutral middleman status . Malta , for her part ,

has long been the middl~~~n of trans -Medi terranean trade . For

all of the last century and nest of the present ore she has lived

on the taxes , duties , and fees exacted for the use of her magnif i-

cent harbor at Valletta . This sad state of affairs has becriie

nr re pronounced since the British seized the islands fra n the

Prench in 1800. !~bst Maltese light industries , such as cotton

weaving , fell prey to the increasi ng volur~ of transit trade that

accclpanied the establishnent of a Pax Britannica on the inland sea.

‘lb make matters worse , Malta has never produced enough foodstuffs

on her rocky soi l to feed her growing population . She has been

obliged to depend totally on the inportation of care stibles .

Only occasiona l relief was obta ined by the periodic iMni gration

of Maltese to Europe , I~&)rth Arrerica , aid North 1~frica . Furthe rno re ,

5 
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develo~ ients in nineteenth century nava l technology and the open -

ing of the Suez Canal forged the final and indissoluable links

between Malta aid the entrepôt trade . By the early twentieth

centu ry the islands were rel ying a lnost exclusively on the Royal

Navy to ~~~loy a sizeable proportion of total Maltese manpower

on the docks and at the shipyard facilities in Valletta. With

the waning of British imperial power in the aftermath of the Second

% *crld War all the accumulated problems of colonialism se~ red to

~~~rge at once . On the eve of independence Malta found herself

so underdeveloped that the replacement of the British by another

patron appeared virtua lly assured .

This di ienir~ need not have taken on such overwhelming propor -

tions had there not been other historical circusstances limiting

Ma lta ’s freedczn of action . Like Spain , Sicily , Crete , and Cyprus ,

Malta has provided the enviror ure nt for the coexistence of Eur opean

Christian aid Arabo-Isla mic cultures. Dur ing the early Middle

~~es the Ar abs dcxninated Malta aid left an indelible linguistic

imiprint on its ear lier Punic civilization . If , on one hand , a

form of nodern Arabic took root in Malta Islam , on the other hand ,

did not. The resurgence of Eur ope in the tenth century brought

about the conguest of Malta by the Sicilian Norrnans which occas -

sioned the re incorporation of the islands into the Reman Catholic

fold . The influence of a conservative Church aid its claimns to

be the only unifying institution in Malte se life has produced saie

6



unfortunate consequences for nodern Maltese history , especially

after the British occupation when the Church beqan to suspect the

trotives of a Protestant colonia L power . Because the Church

hierarchy in Malta tends to reflect the Italianate tendencies of

the }~~nan curia the introduction of the Italian language anong

the upper social strata drew Malta very early into an Italian

sphere of influence . The Italian connection produced , arrong

other things , an acri nonious debate over bilingualism. But nore

important was the Church ’ s opposition to any form of post -independence

socialism which many Maltese envisaged as the only cure for the

islands ’ socio-econanic ills. Concerned with the rossibility of

Malta sliding into the ~~iimunist caxtp and the severing of her

Italian ties , the Church has often put the socialists under threat

of ecclesiastica l interdiction . Thus , the exercise of political

options has not orme easy for the present -day Maltese .

The predicament reached a climax after 1947 when the US Sixth

Fleet took up Br itain ’ s role in the eastern Mediterranean and the

British began their arduous withdrawal “east of Suez.” By the

tine Britain published her 1957 Defence Wüte Paper the Royal

Navy ’s relianc e on the nuclear ~rbre lla in the Mediterranean was

cc*rplete and her cxmnitnent to Malta could be reduced , a (xxnTtit -

nent which the Sixth Fleet , designed not to live on any of the

littoral countries , did not int end to asstxre . 2 
Yet , in 1957

27.1% of all Maltese gainfully Employed worked in the &~nira ltv

7
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dockyards in Valletta , 40% of Malta ’s incczre frcxn ~ip1oynent cane

frczn services rendered to the cx ithined British military presence

and 60% of her fore ign exchange was earned from duties and taxes

levied on the use of her port facilities.
3 

It has been estimated

that at this rrrment of low ebb in British military strength 70%

of Malta ’s total inccme depended on a continuing relationship

with the British military.4

Malta ’s political parties were unable to propose viable

political solutions. The pro-British , pro-NM’O Nationalist Party

saw salvation in sui~ form of limited self-government as a British

dominion within the Ccmnwealth. ‘l~e Labour Party, on the other
5

hand , demanded carp lete independence or cxi~plete integration .

%‘~hatever formula for independence the politicians might propose ,

the probl~~~ of Church-State relations and bilingualism still

remained as an ctstacle to understanding and the stabilization

of Maltese-British relations . Brita in , for her part , found her-

self in an ant ig~xus position. She could not staid in the way of

any Maltese decision for self-determination as long as the Maltese

goverr~ent did not demand an extension of British social services

to the islanders without a substantial Ma ltese contribution to

off set costs 6 The period , then , between 1957 and the creation

of the Maltes~ 1~ public in 1964 was one of prot racted struggle

anong the Maltese politica l parties in an effort to find a modu s

vivt~ndi with the British .

8



At this critica l, j uncture the policies of Dominic Mintoff ,

the present Pr ime Minister , began to take shape. Mintoff’ s Labour

Party quite early proposed a UN guaranteed neutrality for Malta

which would have made the islands a “9~itzerland in the Mediterranean.”

In 1959 Mintoff stressed that with one hundred million pounds he

could create a Maltese (x imiercia l and industr ial bridgehead between

Europe aid the North African Arab countries. The thligation for

rehabil itation , he further stated , nust fall prima rily on the

British and, secondarily, on those countries like Yugoslavia aid

Egypt which felt that Malta ’s neutrality would operate to their

political advantage.7 This attitude expressed with Mintoff ‘s

customary strident and authoritarian gruf fness , widened the already

existing breath with Sir Paul Boffa ’ s sore conservative Labour ite

wing. Mintoff ‘ s translation of this idea into the practical

politics of independence was directl y opposed by the Nationalists

under Giorgio Borg Olivier, then in power. The Nationalist Party

wanted nonarchical government with local affairs responsible to

Parliament, protection for fundamental rights of citizens, universal

adult suff rage , proportional representation , aid a constitution

thtained by Act of Parliament. Mintoff ’ s party wanted a republic

with a president as head of a secular state whose government would

appoint bishops aid priest s. Mintoff also disavowed proportional

representation because he claimed it would undermine the party

system. By all measures the single nost inportant question that

9
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divided the two parties was whether or not Malta should romain

within the British Ccn’ronwealth!~ Mintoff enphatically argued

that this decision should be made by the Ma ltese people after

independence in order to maximize Malta’s bargaining position with

Britain.

During the inter im pre -independence period the Nationalists

continued to hold political authority . Borg Olivier was in the

position to negotiate certain stop-gap eoor~it~ic measures with the

British . The British were determined , as they had been in Palestine

sai~ years before, to reduce their forces unilaterally aid then

evacuate the is Lands , their obligation s to Malta notwithsta nding.

A s thE~1~ was put forward for the conversion of the Vallett a dock -

yards to cc*mrcial use . In this way a majori ty of jobs, it was

argued , could be saved thereby relieving the Admira lty at the

same time of a crushing financial burden. Although by 1964 the

dockyards were converted to accamtx~ate ships of up to 90 , 000 tons,

the volr.r~ of work which the Royal Navy had accounted for - -airro st

70% - -was never equalled and the yards were early on threatened

by a chronic state of i.rrp end ing bankru ptcy.9 The closing of the

Suez Canal in 1967 , three years after Ma ltese independence ,

only hastened the inevitable . Try as it might to make up the

deficit by prcz~otinq light industry and tour ism, the Maltese

qoverr~~ nt found itself in the weaicest possible position to

negotiate an advantageous tre aty with Britain when , in 1964

10



Malta became a republic within the British Ccz~ onwealth .

Mintoff’s Labour Party kept itself aloof fran the drafting

of such arranga~~nts. As a result , the Nat ionalist Part y bore

ful l responsibility for the ten -year Mutua l Defence Assistance

Agre~ rent which allowed Britain to maintain her military presence

in Malta at a smell cost to the British taxpayer. According to

the tern~ of the ~gre~ tent the Maltese government accorded

Britain the right to station armed forces in Malta and use facil -

ities there for nutual defense , the fulfillment of Ca~ronwea1th

or international obligations , and the assistance of other allied

nations in maintaining their independence and stability. In

return , Malta was to receive by 1974 f i f ty  million pounds in aid - -

18,300,000 available between 1964 and 1967 and, subject to the

continuing operation of the Agre~~~nt, 31,200,000 for the remaining

seven years. Of the financial assistance provided in the first

years 75% was to be in the form of a gift and the remaining 25%

in the form of loans.

‘lb Mintoff these terme were unacceptable aid, in the wake of

soaring une~ploynent aid a sharp drop in tourism due to Britain ’s

rescinding of export currency restrictions in the sterling zone,

the Labour Party c~~~ to power in 1971 by one vote in Parliament.

As the n~~ Prime Minister , Mintoff took forceful act ion inrc~diate ly.

He sacked the Br itish Governor -General , fired the Maltese thie f

of police - -an old enemy - - , declared the head of NNIO in Malta

11



p e~~iona ncm jrata, forbade the US Sixth Fleet visitation rights

and repair facilities , and then abrogated the Mutua l Defence Assist -
11ance l greei~nt with Br itain .

Mintotf’s intention was to force Britain to up the ante for

her bases in preparation for renegotiating the treaty in Malta ’s

favor. In 1971, he obtained, as a result, an annual rent of

$36.4 million for base privileges, an additional $2.6 million in

economic aid, and a one-time grant of $6.5 million from Italy to

which the United States contributed a considerable sun 12

he secured Britain ’ s approval to a clause which denied Valletta

to Warsaw Pact navies but allowed other NA’lO fleets to call in

Malta only with the express consent of the Maltese overns~nt.

Thus, he effectively excltz3ed both the Soviet Union and the United

States fran free access to Maltese bases. His ability to manipulate

the British rested on two factors : the year previous he had feigned

an intention to accept Soviet aid by extending the USSR rights to

refit her merchant marine in the Grand Harbor ; secondly , he agreed

to take a $12 million loan fran Libya in return for a promise

exacted fran the British never to use Malta as a base for an attack

on any Arab country .

Had Mintoff truly possessed the option to oust the British , it

is doubtful that he would have exercised it. A confirmed pra~natist,

the Pri me Minister recognized Malta ’ s need for a patron to support

her sagqing economy until such time when she might strike out on

her own.Mintoff’s calculated risk during the 1971 crisis was aimed

12
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at enlarqinq Malta ’s list of financial contributors without giving

any one power an exclusive veto over Maltese externa l affairs. His

sheer t~~~rity permitted him to maximize his assets by minimizing

his liabilities. In retrospect, it has been Mintoff ’s clever

bargaining that has restored Malta ’ s strategic in~ort ance in the

eyes of the supe rpc~~~rs. Nevertheless , Ma lta ’s inporta nce , resti ng

as it does on the worth others believe she possesses , remains

subject to constant re -evaluation. !~breover , Libya has played a

paranount role in maintaini ng the ongoing biddi ng proces s anong

the superp owers , yet Libya ’ s stability has not undergone the test

of time

Mintoff clams to espouse a policy of neutralism for Malta.

His neutralism , however , can work only if he affects a balance of

power in the Mediterra nean by exclixLing the superp owers from its

waters . f~~niniscent of Nasser ’s positive neutralism aid cB Gaulle ’s

concept of France as a third force between the Western and Eastern

Blocs , Maltese neutralism depends for its long -term success on Mintoff’ S

abili ty to transcend this initial phase of gauesmanship by uniting

the nations of the Maditerranean littoral in a “Euraiedi terran ean”

organization with Malta as its vo 13 For the fwi~~nt he is banki ng

on Libya to provide the noney for the first step . In the next

severa l years we shall see what fruit the Libyan connection may bear .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ T



CHAPTER III

THE VIE~’J F1~ t1 TRIPOLI

Despite the overtures the Libyan regiii~ has made to Malta aid

the irrplications for a potential confrontation with the superpowers,

there is little consensus of opinion as to the direction aid scope

of future Libyan regional policy . This is not to say that the

Libyans have no precise notion of their role in the Mediterranean;

on the contrary , nucn evidence exists which points to a discernible

pattern in Libya ’s relations with the outside that supports the

idea of a Libyan grand design. If we are to understand this gra nd

design and its limitations , we irust first consider a nurb er of

inportant factors : the concept of Libyan nationhood , the relationship

of Libyan national politics to Pan-Islamism, Libya ’s entente with

the Soviet Union , and the projection of Libyan power as a legitimate

means of self -defense .

Libyans possess a legitimate nationality but suffer from a

lack of nationhood .14 Because Libya belongs to t~~ socio -cultural

worlds dictated by her unique geostrateg ic position between the

Arab West and the Arab East , the nodern Libyan state has been unable

to affect a sense of national cohesion . The province of Tripolitania

reflects the settled semi -sedentary attit uies of 1~brth African

peasant life while the province of Cyrenaic a exhibits the value s

of the Senussi Aedouin whose ethic finds its source in the puritan-

nica l culture of the Arabian peninsula. Between the se extr~~es lies

‘4 
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great expanses of physical aid intellectual desert whicth over the

centuries have reduced the possibility for continuing cross -cultural

interaction . Yet Libya becan~ the firs t Arab country to attain

independence in the post 4brld War II era . The disposition of

Libya , the only Italian colony in North Africa , became a test of

the relations between the major p~~ers on the eve of the Cold War .

Until 1950 Libya was administered jointly by Britain aid France

while Italy , the Soviet Union , aid the United States vied for

influence in a final sett l~ ient . The inability of the major powers

to agree on an acceptable form for Libya’s international status led

to premature independence as a nonarchy under the Senussi Bedouin

princes. The US irm~diate ly entered the post-independence cui~eti-

tion with Britain as Libya ’s principal patron in return for which

the USAF received rights to ~4ieelus Air Force Base outside of

Tripoli . France , on the other hand , disputed the control of the

Libyan Sahara with the new king in an effort to enlarge the

territor ies of her West African dependenci es. Thus , for many

years , it was ii~~ossible for the Libyan goverr ment to represent

in an acceptable political form all the territory nominally under

Libyan control . This problem, ccathined with an American aid British

military presence , the reaction of Arab national ism to the June

War of 1967 , new discoveries of oil , and a traditional nonarchy

which ruled with the aid of a non -representative urban bourgeoisie ,

helped bring about Colonel Qadh dhafi ’ s bloodless coup in 1969 .

15
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Thus , one of the pressi ng pro b1~~~ facing the new military

leadership was that of defini ng Libyan nationhood . Qadhdhafi

realized very quickly that the problem had a*tplementary internal

aid external aspects. internall y, religion provided the nost

readi ly acceptable ccxmon der~ininator of socio-politi cal cohesion .

Because Libya is a]i~~st tota lly a Sunn i rt ~zs1im count ry the forg ing

of a na t iona l identity based on confessiona l hc~ogeneity was a

l3qica l first step . ç~dhdhafi inre diate ly set in notion an

intense religio-cultu ral revolution with in the count ry which was

conservative in character but activist in direct ion . He established

local ccinnittees to oversee public nora lity and encouraged the

destruct ion of bocks , art , and literature offensive to relig ious

sent iment. The re-Islamicization of Libya had as its object the

destruction of all forms of Western thought aid influence prevalent

in Libya since colonial times . By claiming the literal super iority

of the socio -political world -view inherent in the Koran , Qad}xthafi

took his place in the long line of revolutionary traditionalists

who, throughout Arabo -Islamic history , have appeared on the

historical scene to defend the Muslim peoples against contamination

from alien sources .

Like the thinese revolution , the Libyan revolution seeks to

purge itself of the colonial past. Its political force , hc~~ ver ,

pushes outward towards Arab dom in cont radistinct ion to the thinese

nodel which has , for the time being, remained self-contained .

16
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Externally, then , the Libyan revolution presents a Pan -Islamic

face to the world the politica l expression of which is unity of all

Arab nations in a supranational entity. That Qadhdhafi has

net little success to date in his anbitions is no doubt due to the

fact that the Arab nation-states of the traditiona l heartland

display a nore pluralistic mix of religious , national -political ,

and social e1~ rents than anticipate d by the Colonel . ~~it we should

not underestimate the forces unleashed by the Libyan revolution .

Pan -Islamis m has a long and revered histo ry anong the nodern Arabs

aid has not ceased to express the aspirations of a vast majority

of Middle Easterners on all socio -eoonomic levels. As late as

the beginning of this century the religious refor mers, Jamal al -Din

al Afghath and Muhamad Abduh , atte epted to harness Pan-Islami c

sent iment in the political defense of r’bislim value s against the

encroachment of the West . Qadhdhafi adds a new dimension to this

tradition by throwi ng the weight of Libyan wealth behind it. His

goal is twofold : first , he hopes to give the Libyans a new sense

of pride and national cohesion by project ing Libyan p~~~r on the

internationa l scene and , secondly , he nea is to create a new Muslim

spiritual ccz~nuni ty - -an “i.uinah” - -which, by its very nature, will be

anti -colonial in character . In this way , Qadhdhafi links the

deve1oçx~ent of a new Libyan nationa l. identity to the successful

creation of inter-Arab socio -political unity.

Israe l plays an iiportant part in the Colonel’ s calculations .

17
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In his view, to strike a blow at Israel , the West ’s proxy in the

Middle East , is to strike a blow against Western global inperialism.

Th weaken Western inperia lism anywher e in the world is , ipso fa~-i?~~,

to reduce Israel’ s abi lity to manipulate the Arab countries . In

this Qadhdhafi has patterned his responses after his hero, Nasser.

Apart fran Egypt ’s traditional prestige, Nasser could marshal little

noney for the Third World national liberation nov~ients he sought

to cultivate for this purpose. Qadhdhafi , on the other hand , punps

copious anounts of cash into the coffers of extralegal transnational

terrorist organizations whose political objectives coincide with

his.

Hence, wherever and whenever the West opposes self -determination,

Libya stands ready to right the balance. In prceoting Pan -Islamism

aid Arab socio -political unity against Zionism , in furnishing aid

to clients such as the PLO , the IRA , the ~‘bro National Liberation Front

(~1NLF~ or the Baader -I’~inhof gang , Qadhdhaf i is atte!Tpting both

to thwart the West and create a sense of manifest destiny anong

the nationless Libyans.

As long as the West believes that Qadhdhafi ’s bizarre political

notions will pass with the man, it will continue to underestimate

the signi f icance of the Libyan experiment . Though the gap between

the Libyan elite aid the Libyan masses may be indeed great and

Qact~dhafi’s ultimate control over his people theoretically tenuous,

we have no reason to think that the elimination of the Colonel
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means the elimination of Pan-Islamic political ideology . Pan-

Islamism is an activist and dynamic means for the realization

of Arab self-will .  At any given nni~ nt Pan-Islarni sm can produce

Cjadhdhaf is by the score .

What makes Libyan Pan -Islamism particularly virulent is that

it may be indefinitely prolonged by Libyan oil noney. There fore ,

if political Pan-Islarnism is to project its power in the offensive

node , it nust also be able to protect its Libyan base . Arab political

unity supported by the cathined strength of n~x1ern anr~ and Arab

noney would suffice to achieve these ends, but Qadhdhafi ’ s falling

out with Egypt ’s Sadat over the Israeli issue effectively frustrated

such initiatives . At this point Libya turned to the Soviet Union .

Even the casual observer may question the advantages of this

unprecedented shift in alliances . Since his accession to power

Qadhdhafi has ceaselessly reiterated the basic inca~patibility of

Marxism-Leninism with noder n Pan-Islamism. He has not been the

only Arab leader to point this out . The late King Faisal of Saudi

Arabia, whose relig ious but unmilitant conservatism made for cailion

ground with the Libyan leader , was fond of simi lar pronounc~~ents.

Ideological differences notwithstanding, practical politics in the

Middle East makes strange bedfellows. Until her defection fran

progressive Arab ranks Egypt had chanpioned the anti -inperia listic

cause by her repeated att ~ rpts to thwart Israel with Soviet arms .

It was Qadhdhafi ’s considered decision to ass~.re Egypt ’s role
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as a Soviet client. On the ideological level, the Colonel justified

his action by invoking his own variation of Nasser ’s theory of

positive neutralism which permits alliances between the Arabs and

the socialist canp in the nutua l struggle against colonialism.

In this manner , a “neutralist” Arab government can receive arms and

develo~ ent technology f ran the Soviets which they dean necessary

to nodernize their countries arid maintain their status independent

of the West . In return for Soviet arms and technology such a

government pr anises the Russians political support against the

West!5 The Soviets , for their part , require that the client state

begin to bui ld “socialism” within its borders . As long as the USSR

recognizes that socialism can have an Arab national character

the client regime is happy to caip ly. Confronted with the choice

between adherence to Mar xist-Leninist socio-econan ic principles

and political influence , the Soviets have consistently chosen the

latter by nodifying Marxist -Leninist do~ na in order to create a

half -way house called “colonial cxmnunisni.” Thus , a “neutralist ”

Arab qover rr ~ nt is able to vitiate Soviet nodels for the inp 1~~~nta -

tion of socialism while ark~pting Soviet socialist princ iples .

With adroit but sophistic casuistry, the theoreticians of

Arab socialism proc~~~ to reconcile the Koran with Das Kapital

in the search for cai~i1aivntary socialist institutions which,

when found , rarely hide the etatist character of the reginu . In

the fina l, analysis , a state capita l ism , managed f ran the top by
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a large bureaucracy and a mercantile oligarchy , begins to take

shape. The regime regulates all aspects of Arab socialism in

the name of the people ar~i invariably outlaws the indigenuous

cxzTTnunist party which it knows to be dependent on Moscow. The

Arabs, of course, do not want a socialist doctrine in carpeti-

tion with theirs . %*at they do want is a value -free method of

forced -draft nodernization as an alternative to continue d reliance

on their former colonial masters . The Soviet rrc del is tailor -made

to their specifications because it prcinises to skip steps in the

evolutionary socio -econanic process upon which Western capitalistic

progres s is based. In terms of the dialectics of decolonialization

the Arabs have no tiii~ to waste . ~*ien the Soviet arms arrive , however,

it is usua lly over the auton aious use of these new weapons in the

name of Arab socialism qua Pan-Islamism that patron and client begin

to disagree .

Although he was careful to retain sai~ of his traditional

connections, it was no surprise that Qadhdhafi signed an ari~

deal ~~th the USSR in early 1974. In the spring of that year

Qadhdhafi also added to his inventory of one hundred ten planes ,

thirty to f i f ty  of the latest Mirage fighters. In addition, he

bought ten French missile -carryi ng gurboats with a speed of thirty -

eight miles per hour and a range of over twenty-five hundred

miles 16 By SeptøTt er Libya possessed nore than two hundred of

the latest Soviet tanks,a new supply of SA-3 and SA-6s and about
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sixty French Crotale missiles!7 In May 1975 , in advance of

a visit by Yosygin, thirteen M1G-23s arr ived at Benghazi

accc*i~ anied by nore SA-3 and SA -6 missiles and sate technicians .

At the same tii~~, Qadhdhafi received a nuither of T-62 tanks

with pr crn ises that the Soviets would supply Blinder bc~rbers

at a later date)~ By suni~~r Libya was already in the process

of rebuilding Second World War sutmarine pens for the reception

of six Soviet diesel -powered submarines . One hundred Libyan

nava l personnel were subsequently sent to the Soviet Union for a

four-year training program. An increase of six hundred tanks

was expected and of thirty-two MiG-23s scheduled for delivery
19sixteen had arrived.

In May 1976 it was estii~ated that Libya possessed as many

as two thousand tanks , two squadrons of MiG-23s, an unknown

nuth er of ‘1U-22 supersonic bcx~t)ers and an array of surtace-to-air

missiles , anti -tank guns , and helicopters . 20 Furthe rno re , both

FOXT1~YF -class sulxnarines and OSA-class patrol boats appeared to

be on the list of planned acquisitions . Previ ously purchased

miss il.e corvettes fran Ita ly and France would cxi~bine with these

ships to make the Libyan Navy a powerful force in the area abutting

the Sicilian NarrcMs.21’

Libya , it now appears , can deploy her military forces in

either the offensive or defensive n~xIes. But the meaning of

these two postures in the Libyan context is not altogether clear .
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Libya’s anti-coloniali~n, as already mentioned, is activist and

dynamic. Recently, it has taken on an ixr~erialistic and expansion-

istic coloration. In Sept~ther 1975 Libya quietly marched troops

into the Saharan confines bordering Chad , Niger , and Algeria and

then issued new maps to show that these disputed territories
22

had been formally annexed to the Libyan state. Although no

official explanation was of fered by Tripoli, it appears clear

that Chad, and to a lesser extent Niger and Algeria , possess

untapped resources of uranium and Libya, with the help of the

Soviet Union, is preparing to beca~e a nuclear p wer. The thad~ian

goverr ment of the Christian General Felix Malloun d~nanc1ed as a

quid pro quo that Qadhdhafi cease his support of the Muslim rebels

in the north led by the guerrilla leader Hussein Habre . It may

be recalled that Iran reached a similar modu8 vivendi with Irag

when in exchange for a sett l~ tent of the disputed border along

the Shatt al-Arab waterway which jeopardized the transshipient

of oil fran the Iranian port of lbadan , the Shah withdrew his

support fran the Kurd ish rebels operating in the northern Trountains

of Iraq .

If Qadhdhafi ’ s adventures to the south portend an aggressive

African strategy we cannot be certain whether he has similar plans

for the Mediterranean. For sure • a Libyan presence on the inland

sea ~ *ild insure the uninterrt~ted flow of oil north to Libya ’s major

European purchasers . ‘lb defend her lifeline Libya ~~*~ld naturally
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seek an advantageous understanding with Ma lta . ~~ain , the Iranian

example is instructive . The Shah recognizes the iirp ort ance of

unfettered transport of oil through the Persian Gulf into the

Indian Ocean as an essentia l precondition for Iranian nat iona l

surviva l . Th insure this , he occupied the Tunb and Abu Musa islands

in the Gulf over the pr otests of Saodi Arabia and the Gulf

E~nirates . Furthermore, he agreed to quell the ca~ unist insurgency

in (~nan ’s Ctiofar province on behalf of the Sultan Qabus.

In the event of instability in Malta would Qadhdhafi follow

the sa~ path? I~ es his strategy for defending Libya ’s Mediter-

ranean interests require such a step? ‘lb answer this question

it will be necessary to look more closely at Maltese -Libyan relations

since the Anglo-Maltese crisis of 1971.

At the height of negotiations with the British Mintoff made

the first of a n~irber of short visits to Tripoli. Returning to

Valletta on 31 Dec~ther 1971 , Mintoff declared that he had reached

a preliminary understanding with Colonel Qadhdhafi over a~~ron

thjectives in the Mediterranean. He extended by two weeks to
2315 January the deadline for the evacuation of all Br itish troocs.

It was rtxtored that Qadhdhafi would best the British off€r of aid

by fifty-four million pounds over a three-year period under three

cc~xiitions: that all British troops leave Malta; that Libya have

a share in any Maltese offshore oil industry so that Maltese oil

~~u1d not .xii~ete with Libya’s production and , lastly , that Libya
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have access to both naval and air facilities on the islands. On

2 January 1972 a group of forty Libyan technicians arrived in Malta

ready to take over ground control of Lu~a airfield should the
24

British leave abruptly . This action prc*ipted the British to

terminate iniiediately her 1953 military treaty with Libya .

At this point in Maltese -Libyan relations sai~ serious bargain -

ing took place. As a result of Libyan interest in Malta the US

and Italy increased Britain’s offer of nine and one half million

pounds to ten million pounds for the use of Maltese facilities.

&reover , it was intimated that even if a new Maltese-British

agre~~~nt were signed Libya would be willing to pay as much as

ten million pounds to Malta should Mintoff exact a pranise fran

the British not to use the island as a base for attacks against the

Arab world~~ In fact , this is exactly what happened!~ By ear ly

Fthruary Malta and Libya had already exchanged trade delegations

and Mintoff dropped restrictions on Libyan investments on the

islands . Sin~iltaneously, Qadhdhafi announced that Malta would

receive forthcx~ning Libyan aid whether the British departed or

not. Mintoff thanked Qadhc3hafi for this generosity and stated

that Malta would not pawn her sovereignty to anyone.27 
At the end

of the year Libya had taken up considerable slack in the Maltese

ecxxuny . The Libyan governnent agreed to encourage Maltese labor

to work in Libya by setting up preferential social security arrange -

nents. This action alleviated , for the tine being , Malta ’s
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chronic overpopulation probl~ n. In return , the Mintoff goverrnent

agreed to give industrial training to a nur&er of Libyans and

arranged for a n~ 1ian line to be drawn in the Mediterranean for the
28purposes of oil exploration . In ac~1ition , the Malta Drydodcs

Ccrpany won a 1.57 million pound contract for the construction of

a floating dry~bck which would enable the Libyan Navy to be serviced

entirely at t~ane~~
The new econanic relations between Libya and Malta appear to

be both ccxiplenentary and mutually advantageous. Libya lacks hi.rian

resources while Malta lacks natural wealth. Libya extends her

line of defense into the Mediterranean Resin while Ma lta maintains

her neutrality in the Nasserist sense insofar as she continues to

hold a Libyan trLm~ to Britain ’s ace.

(~ the ideologica l level, hc~ ever , Qact~dhaf i is building h is

relationship with Malta on ten~xus qrounds. He assi.ves that both

the Libyan and Maltese colonial relationshio to the %~ st is based

on the exploitation and suppression of a xxiron heritage by the

imperialist pa~ rs. On nu~erous occasions Qadl~~ afi has declared

that Malta is not a b~ stern but an Arab Phoenician nation. As

Pho enician islands , he clain~~, Malta is inextricably linked to the

Arab world.3° ‘lb justify his assertions he indicates the close

rese~t lance of the Maltese language to Arabic.31 At best , these

historical and ethno-linquistic connections r~~~in d~t~ious. The

Maltese have been a Catholic people for nost of their history
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and are neither ethnically Arab nor Berber but rather a mix of the

peoples found on both shores of the Mediterranean Sea . ~~dhdhafi,

of course, was exercising the Arab nationalist’s penchant for

hyperbole . In violatin g history his r~ narks have for their object

the incx rporation of Malta into the anti -imperialist struggle as

it is perceived by the radical Arabs . Qadhdhafi is s~~gesting

that Maltese neutrali ty be applied to the service of nov~ ients for

national self -determination, in particular , the PlO . Mintoff is

not unaware of ~~dhdhaf i ‘S motives . ~&r is he unaware of Malta ’s

potential as a link between the US , N~1O, and the zone of conflict

in the eastern Mediterranean .

But Mintoff also rea lizes that Malta mast survive among neighbors

ravenously hungry for control of the resources of the Mediterranean

Basin. C*~ the other hand, he will no c~s~~ t do his best not to

allow Malta to becrine screone else’ s defense perimeter . For the

nuient Malta ’s precarious position on the peri~~ery of globa l

politics makes it essentia l that Miritoff play off all contenders

f or regional heg~tony.

In this respect the Pri me Minister believes that an entente

with Libya is the lesser of a ntr ber of evils. Althou gh Libya

shows interest in neutralizin g Thnisia , another contender for

control of the Sicilian Narrows, and Ital y , fran whan Libya gained

app roval to build saie hotels on the island of Pantelleria saithwest

of Malta , her foreign policy via -à -vis these neighbors is as yet
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tco vague to cause overt concern . Libya’s ultimate direction may,

there fore , hinge on her growing relationship with the Soviet Union.

In Sept~ ther 1975 the London Sunday Telegraph claimed that

the port of ‘Ithruk was being extended to the Soviet Navy arid that

a base at al -Bardia , twelve miles fran the Egyptian frontier . was

likely to be offered as a facility for Soviet sut!narines.32 
If

Libyan power is to be effective in both the offensive ar id defensive

nodes it stands to reason that Colonal Qadhdhafi must maintain a

military posture independent of his Soviet suppliers . Otherwise

he may be forced , as Sadat was , to evict the Russians in order to

reassert his control over the offensive potential of his n~~ armed

forces. Here we can clearly discern the negative constraints under

which contenders for hegesony among the Arabs must operate . ~~re

it not for the need to replace the Egyptians as the u~~o1der of

Arab r ights agains t Zionism Libya might never have had to encourage

the Soviet presence .

For the present then , a Libyan defensive posture in the Macl iter-

ranean se~~~ plausible. Such a posture requi res Soviet military

protec tion , a caip liant Malta , and a neutralized Ita ly , Tunisia ,

arid Egypt . Qadhdhafi has already achieved the first three ~~als.

Tunisia , though firm ly in the ~~stern camp , does not possess the

resonroes to challenge Libya over possession of the Stra its of

Sicily. Italian interference is also doobtful because of Italy’s

internal political arid ecorcimic unrest. ‘lb be certain of Italian
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acquiescence , Qadhdhafi is att~~pting to orevent further slides

in the balance of Italian dcrestic çx~ er towards the left with

generous loans arid the purchase of Italian arn~ . Thus , he guarantees

Ital ian neutrality between NNIO and the Soviet Union Lw increasing

Rcre ’ s ecoranic stability arid politica l manoeuverability

~~it this situation will not remain so for long. The situation

in the Mediterranean can best be described as t~ tporar ily static .

Libya is poised at any nunen t to move aggressively forward fran

a position of defense to one of power projection. A resurgence

of Egyptian political pc~~ r or a change in Mintoff’ s political or

econcxnic requirements could trigger such a move as early as 1979

when the Anglo -Maltese Defense Agre~ nent expires. In the interim ,

should the Russians reassess their Medi terranean naval policies ,

Qedhdhafi may have even less tine to decide than he bargained for .

Under what conditi ns the Russians ~~uld consider such a reassess -

merit r~ nains the crucial question with which this paper will r~~

conc hide .
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CHAPTER P1

ARE WE SAILIP~ a~ A SCNIE’r SEA?

With the internal politica l thaw that followed the death of

Jose~1i Stalin in 1953, the Soviet Navy ~ibarked on the construction

of a fleet to support its expanding global role . Admiral Gorshkov,

the father of the new Soviet Navy , called his new fleet “balanced .”

By this he did not mean a representation of all types of vessels,

as understood in the Western sense, but rather a navy “balanced ”

to deal with a certain n~z~ber of maritime contingencies.33 This

concept is based , according to George Hudson , on four points ~~rth

repeating here: “a fleet balanced to perform nuclear and non -

nuclear missions; a fleet balanced to perform peacetime and wartime

activities ; a f leet balanced in terme of the type of vessels

in service; arid a fleet whose tine spent on the above activities

should match other branches of the Soviet armed forces reflecting

a balance of forces with the Soviet military .”34

Of interest to us is the second point for it reveals the

political nature of the Mediterranean strategy which has evolved

fran Gorshkov ’ s balanced fleet concept. This strateg y has been

referred to before as “denial of the seas • “ Once again , Hudson

counsels us rot to confuse “denial of the seas” with “cannand of

the seas . ” “Denial of the seas ” signifies that one ’ s adversary

is not to be a1lc~~ d to attain ccrrnand of the seas in an area of
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ore’s own interest . 35 Thus , the political aspect of naval strategy

asstres paran~~nt ist~ortance in the Mediterranean where the Soviets

claim a potential s~~ere of influence by virtue of the contig uity

of the ~~ 1iterranean Basin to the Black Sea. The Soviet balanced

fleet can be expected , therefore, to deny the ability of a cxii~eting

power to manoeuvre politically without raising conflict to the

level of military activity . 36

Hence, to achieve its mission the Soviet Navy does not require

the kind of aircraft carriers and marine force deployed by the US

Sixth Fleet on the inland sea . The presence of helicopter carriers

of the ~bskva-class, which are designed primarily for anti -sukznarire

warfare , arid the new Kiev -class carrier with its V/S’IOL aircraft,

underscore the fact that the Soviets still depend on land and

missile forces for their offensive and defensive capabilities.37

Although an arg utent has been advanced which suggests that the

Kiev -class carrier is the first step towards a Soviet sea assertion

capability in the Mediterranean , most analys ts agree that , for the

nuient , the Soviet Navy possesses limited ability to project power
38ashore.

The military situation in the Mediterranean Basin tends to

bear out this conclusion. The Soviet Fifth Squadron capetes

with the Sixth Fleet for the psychological advantages accruing

to a well-orchestrated tactic of political presence which

caipl~ients nicely the strategy of sea denial . ~~day both f leets
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cruise the Mediterranean showing their respective flags in a cat -

ar id -mouse game of threat and counter -threat . The Sixth Fleet

implicitly thrriatens to project power against the Arabs ; the Fifth

Squadron att espts to deny the Sixth Fleet the use of the seas for

tha t purpose . As Admira l Stansfield Thrner indicates , the question

is not whether each navy can indeed accatplish what it sets out

to do but what impact its manoeuv res have on the contemplated

actions of the littoral From this persp ective , niumbers ,

technology , ar id techniques of employment have no objective validity .

The reality lies with the subjective perceptions of the observable

facts . ~4iat will rea lly happen in the event of a conflict is still

~~~~own.

The Soviet Navy has been sailing on the inland sea in force

since the middle sixt ies when she was able to coerce the Thrks into

a relaxation of the restrictions imposed by the Montreux Convention

on the passage of heavy warship s through the Dardane lles. This is ,

perhaps , one of the principal reasons behind the arr biquity in

defining the capability of the Kiev-class carrier. The strength of

the Soviet Navy in the r’~~iterranean continues to vary . She

deploys as many as ninety ships on the inland sea or as few as

twenty at any one t ime . Until now, the Soviet Union has aoguired

base facilities at , but no r ights to , a nurb er of ports on the

easte rn arid southern shores of the Mediterranean, in part icular ,

Latakia arid Tartus, Alexandria , Hers al -Kthir near Oran in Algeria ,
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and Benghazi in Libya . On the other hand , the Soviet Navy still

prefers to rely on sheltered deep-water anchorages rather than

ports for replenishment and supply. These anchorages are located

principally in the Gulf ot Hanmamet , the Gulf ot Sirta , and off

the coast of Crete. Since the October War of 1973 the Soviets

have lost their facilities in Alexandria arid are in the pro cess

of pulling out of Latakia and Tartust~
0 Algeria has been reluctant

to provide more than token assistance. This leaves Libya as the

only country willing to offer the Soviet Navy regular port facilities.

The Sixth Fleet , ~n the other hand , possesses a permanent hcx~~ at

Naples but a swing to the lef t in Italy could mean the end or

curtailment of such privileges.

For all intents and purposes , the Mediterranean has t~~ almost

hczieless fleets adrift on its waters. Nevertheless, the ability to

rem~iain free of its bases for longer periods of tine arid a damn-

strated capacity to project its power ashore makes the Sixth Fleet

a powerful military force for the Russians to contend with. If

the Fifth Squadron ’s intention is to match the fighting strength of

the Sixth Fleet it would require, given the perceived capability

of its Kiev -class carrier , an air base on the North African coast.

Up to now no base rights have materialized. Should the Soviets

desire such an arrang~ Ient it is still a matter of conjecture

whether they will press either the Libyans or the Maltese to cx~p1y .



CHAPTER V

SE’1’rl~~ ‘lHING S STRAIGHT

If projection of Soviet power is the question in point base

facilities in either Libya or Malta would suffice to serve the

purpose. aoth , however, would be redundant . Given the ability

of the Soviet Navy to deploy for offensive action , the difference

in nautical miles fran either location to targets of importance

is negligible. If, on the other hand, denial of the seas , tran

both the military arid politica l points of v iew , is the primary

consideration then base facilities in Malta are more attractive.

%4~ith way, and under what circixnstances,Will the Soviet Union go?

The availability of a sukanarine base in Benghazi arid a

port across the Mediterranean on the Adr iatic coast of Yugoslavia

could conceiva bly obviate the need for a permanent Soviet

presence in Malta. It is no secret that Moscx~ has made overtures

to 8elgrade with respect to an air ar id nava l installation from

which the Leningrad, Moskva, and Kiev may sail into Mediterranean

waters . On the other hand, the Grand Harbor at Valletta is

admirably suited for the construction of sukanarire facilities arid

extensive dockyard repair works. In addition, the airfield at

l~u1~i fu l f i l l s  th~ require ment for a caiplementar y airbase . Here

the Soviet Union would possess both the advantage ot concentration

in the Sicilian Narrows arid the disadvantage of vulnerability to
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a massive attack should the Grand Harbor be closed off f ran outside

waters. If the Soviet Navy continues to ~rphasize the strate qy

of denial of the seas, Malta provides an excellent location for the

installation of an impressive network of sonar arid other under -

water detection devices which couitd monitor the nov~tent of US

suLinarines into the eastern Mediterranean. Such a possibility

puts pressure on the US to maintain cordial relations with Italy

in order to maintain the Sixth Fleet in Naples and this emphasis

on accamodation may bring the Italian canm~inist party more bargain-

ing power in the disposition of political influence within the

Italian parliament. But as long as the United States Navy sails

from Italy it has no need of an Maltese base. Furthermore ,

it is not to the Soviet advantage to send the Sixth Fleet scurryinq

around the Mediterranean looking for a new hate if the securing

of an alternative to Naples means more, rather than less, freedom of

action for the Sixth Fleet .

Besides , it is not the Soviet style to contract military

relationships with a nation like Malta whose basic anti -imperialistic

philosophy is not in tota l har mony with the Soviet establishment ’s

point of view. As was pointed out in a previous chapter , ~4intoff

is interested in making Malta a center for a neutralist “Euratediter -

raneanism. ” Preferring to work with more reliable proxies the

Soviet Union has taken the gamble that Libya can be trusted to

perform the role formerly entrusted to Egypt . In the Soviet view ,
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Libya ’s activist , anti -imperialis t stance is ex~ tplary. The USSR

has in.ich to gain by encouraginq Libyan intractability . Recently,

for instance , the Soviet Union proposed the idea of counter -

carte l to OPEX2 ccmposed of the radica l states of Algeria , Libya ,

ar id Iraq . It is logical , therefore , that the Soviet Navy will

pre fer to r~ nain in Libya while denrnxling a presence in Malta

for their Libyan proxy. In this way the Soviet Union can close

the triangle between Benghazi , Rijeka , arid Valletta .

Once established , it is riot inconceivable that a Libyan naval

arid military force in Malta might be used actively against a US

atta~pt to project çx~.ier against the Arabs in the event of another

conflagration in the Arab-Israeli zone. Presently the Libyans have

a small navy of FOXTWYF-class sukznarines and OSA-class pat rol

boats , but if augmented by other Soviet craft and more missile

corvettes fran France and Italy, she would have a significant

interdictory force present for action in the Sicilian Narrows.

There are secondary advantages to a Libyan presence in Malta .

Recently, Qadhdhafi has been very receptive to Fidel Castro ’s

new initiatives in Africa and has applauded his efforts to

keep Ethiopia arid Sctnalia within the Soviet orbit. Should

Qadhdhafi export his brand of regional “Castroisin~’ to a new base

in Valletta , Malta may becuie the “Cuba” of the Mediterranean.

Such a move would certainly put great pressure on the Tunisian and

Egyptian “ renegade” regimes to ccirply with a Libyan-Soviet policy
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for dominance on the inland sea .

Of course, the success of such ventures depends on the growth

of f irm and unalterable axmon interests between Libya arid the

Soviet Union, on one hand, arid Libya arid Malta , on the other . In

this region of proven volatility , no lasting political relationships

can be assured. The three countries are not natural allies .

Soviet Union ’s ant iguous standing among the non -radical Arab

countries militates against the consolidation of long -term

interests with Libya. And Malta , for her part , remains closer

ideologically to Bourguiba’ s brand of Tunisian “Euratediterraneanisin”

than to ~~dhdhaf i ‘ s mercurial Mediterranean politics . Unfortunately

for all the actors in this drama Tunisia possesses no exportable

wealth which she can ~ iploy as a lever to pry Malta loose frtiu her

Tripoli connections. Nevertheless, it is not at all certain that

Malta will cr1i~ ly in the long-run given Mintoff’s flair for auto~x zuy

in political arid economic relationships with the outside . In

1979 , when the British leave Malta , the first intimiations of a

future scenar io in the Mediterranean will appear . Until then ,

all att e~pts to propose appropriate responses to the questions

posed in this paper will be premature.
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G~ PFER VI

SCI4E AFI RflXlk3lfl’S AND PREJUDICES

This paper has endeavored to d~~onstrate that Malta has a

negative strategic value but is, nonetheless , pregnant with

possibilities in the event of a strong and durable Maltese -Libyan

eritente. At this nanent in t~ute the US does rot require Maltese

bases. Yet, the Maltese situation demands our constant scrutiny

if Malta is to be kept out of the hands of our adversaries.

Thus , we should develcip a forward-looking plan to deal with

future eventualities. We have already made a n’.xitier of mistakes

in Malta which can be r~~edied. As Jesse Lewis points out ,

the US erred in rot stepping in, except at the eleventh hour , to

help Britain out of her 1971 Maltese quandary with either our good

offices or our immediate and unrestricted financial aid.’~
E~~luctantly, we decided to i~~ Mintoff ’s ante for the British bases

and then only as a stop-gap measure. By 1979 we must certainly

be prepared to present Mintoff a proposal for the internal develop-

ment of Malta that will prevent him~ fran trading his bases for

Libyan n~iney . t’breover, we must maintain, in the inthrii~i ,

cxri ,atible relations with Valletta so that the Sixth Fleet can

a~~tinue to slui tie flag as it plays the political hide-and -seek

g~ie with the Soviet Fifth Squadron on the inland sea .

~.bre thçt,rtant, we have in~ortant fence nending tasks to

acu*pl tab in ~~~~~~~~~~~ Our Italian allies must be convinced that we
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remain xitinitted to a free d~~ocratic Italy within the Atlan tic

alliance. This requires a co-opting of the Italian Ccminist Party

into the decision -making process so that an alienated Rerlin guer will

not play us against t&iscc~ or opt for heg~~~nical politics. ‘I~

achieve these ends , we must pravote a mutual cooperation between

the United States arid Western European camunist parties should

a post -Tito Yugoslavia turn once again tc~ ards the Soviet Union.

Only in this way will we be able to continue to call the Macliter-

ranean “mare nostr~jn.”
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